ABSTRACT
This article investigates the application of the service-oriented architectural style in the context of large organizations. It introduces an architectural reference framework that allows for a business process-centered development of composite applications. The framework groups artifacts of similar abstraction levels as well as concerns at five distinguished layers. This way, the service-oriented principles of abstraction and autonomy can be respected when designing applications. The layers also correspond to phases of a design methodology and cover the aspects of composite applications from process-centered orchestration, over transactional coordination to data transformation and connectivity. Based on the framework this article shows as well how an integration design methodology can be used to leverage the application systems in the context of a given business process.
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1. Introduction
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) or service orientation (SO) is an architectural style that allows the construction of applications that reuse distributed functionality of heterogeneous application landscapes. Applications that reuse functionality as web-based applications are so-called composite applications (e.g. [1]). Together, SO and composite applications promise to protect investments in legacy landscapes by reusing the existent functionality while allowing for the incorporation of recent business changes.

Garlan identified uncertainty about the control model as a major issue when building systems that reuse existing parts (cf. [2]). This issue persists when building service-oriented composite applications.

One way to address this issue is the concept of Business Process Integration Oriented Application Integration (BPIOAI) introduced by Linthicum (cf. [3]). This concept centralizes the control model outside the participating application systems and uses business processes as the central control instance over distributed functionality. This functionality can be exposed by the means of services that have a formally described interface (cf. [3]).

Papazoglou stated that an SOA allows business process-centered control over distributed services by introducing process-centered service aggregation, or so-called service orchestration. The latter is introduced as a part of a service-oriented architecture. It serves as a mechanism for aggregating basic services to more specialized services (cf. [4]).

From the proposed aggregation of services, another possible benefit for the industry can be identified: required changes for functional enhancement can be realized as additional services that are aggregated together with services that expose standard functionality of “Commercial off-the-shelf software” (COTS). Such aggregators could thus provide the required functionality which is typically offered by separate systems. This way SO could also contribute to keeping COTS unmodified – which is a major aspect of today’s IT governance (cf. [5, pp. 69f.]).

Schelp and Winter state that there are only few approaches to structure composite applications such that service-oriented principles are incorporated while actual requirements are realized in a heterogeneous application landscape (cf. [6, p. 68]).

This article aims at closing this gap. It introduces an architectural framework that provides a meta-structure for composite applications. As such, it allows organizations to develop composite applications in a standardized way while using actual business processes as the input for the design of a application. Special attention is paid to include mechanisms for integrating existing applications of an organization’s system landscape.

After presenting related work in section 2, we introduce our architectural framework in section 3. The introduction is followed by the discussion of a methodology that can be used to apply the reference architecture to an actual problem (section 4). We close with a summary and an outlook to future work in section 5.

2. Related Work
The Business Process Integration Oriented Application Integration (BPIOAI) approach introduced by Linthicum in [3] is one key concept for the findings of this thesis. Without explicitly referencing the work of Linthicum, Henrich and Zdun use BPIOAI to put a service composition layer on top of a service oriented architecture (cf. [7] and [8]). This service-oriented reference architecture emphasizes the distributed nature of SOA by incorporating service invocation, adaptation, request handling and communication into the framework. The service coordination is classified as a macro workflow for business processes and a micro workflow for so-called “more technical” aspects. This way, a business process-centric development of composite application can be achieved.

Erl has established in [9] a reference architecture that distinguishes a service interface layer, an orchestration layer, a business service layer and an application service layer. The service interface layer is put as a mediator in between the business process layer and the application layer. The outline that is given by [10] also layers business processes, orchestrated services and enterprise components on top of an ap-
application landscape. While stating that user interfaces are out of scope for the discussions around a SOA, the reference architecture of [10] anticipates that a dedicated user interface layer might be needed in the future. It is stated that, however, such a layer will be placed on-top of a business process layer and access services offered by this layer or by the basic service layer.

The ASG project [11] aims to increase an organization's flexibility by defining a platform for automated service composition and enactment. This objective is addressed by introducing semantic annotations in addition to the syntactic definition of services. Such approaches are considered the next step after initially introducing SO in large organizations.

3. Architectural Framework for Composite Applications

According to Linthicum, Business Process Integration Oriented Application Integration (BPIOAI) provides another layer on-top of existing system integration such as Information Oriented Application Integration (IOAI) or Service-Oriented Application Integration (SOAI) (cf. [3]). This means, that system integration-focused technologies such as eg. JMS messaging (for IOAI) or HTTP-based web services (for SOAI) are controlled by a top-level orchestration layer that implements the business logic. Often, to this business-process implementation, it is referred to as composite application. While the composite application implements the business logic, the used integration technologies solely provide the abilities of calling application systems that in turn provide the logic that is orchestrated by the composite application. To this part, not implementing any business logic, it is referred to as integration sub-system.

This section presents five layers that together form the complete composite application including the integration sub-system.

Reference architectures for service-oriented applications usually incorporate abstraction by the notion of several layers. The reference architecture introduced here also incorporates this principle. It uses a central service orchestration layer that aggregates services exposed by less abstract layers. The reference architecture allows for a business process-based definition of this orchestration. For this sake it abstracts from "technical" details. It includes a data repository for context handling that also participates in the management of distributed transactions. This, of course, increases the extent of coupling between the central elements of the composite application (cf. [5, pp. 185ff]). This is necessary to create efficient composites that can be deployed on arbitrary platforms (cf. [5, pp. 191ff]).

The notion of an eventing system is used for consistency management within the context and for de-coupling the different processes and tasks that are possibly supported by one composite application. By connecting these components, the reference architecture defines a second layer of service aggregation — the service coordination layer. On this layer, if required, orchestrated entities from the top layer can be described as aggregations of functionality that is exposed by systems of the application landscape. It provides a mechanism for the mediation of the services. This coordination includes the "details" of transactional management and connects application systems either directly to the composite using the common service protocol or by using the data exchange and data transformation layer.

This layer ensures, together with the layer of connectivity, various ways of interactions with back-end systems while abstracting from communication semantics.

This reference architecture allows for defining service boundaries in a business-driven way. Together with the design methodology that is outlined in section 4, a business process and its functions can be used to define the services for the single layers. The boundaries of these services are determined by the business descriptions. This way, the principles of autonomy and intersection points (cf. [6]) are incorporated.

The use of aggregators promotes loose coupling. This is because the interaction necessary for the provisioning of a service is encapsulated by them. By including the layer of service coordination, this idea is incorporated into the reference architecture. It encapsulates application system-specific coordination from the process orchestration and includes loose coupling this way. The dedicated eventing system used to manage processes also decouples the components of a composite that is aligned with the reference architecture. By the means of the data exchange and data transformation layer, loose coupling is promoted by the means of validating the actual content of service interactions (cf. [5, p. 192]). Finally, the data exchange and data transformation layer allows for another principle of service orientation: reusing the functionality of back-end systems.

3.1 Layers of the Reference Architecture

The introduced architectural framework provides several layers of abstraction. These abstraction levels loosely correspond to phases of a development methodology. The methodology that is described in section 4 is aligned with the presented framework. According to the necessary steps for building composite applications, we identified five layers that composite applications should be build of. These layers are hierarchical in the way that lower layers provide functionality to the upper layers. An image showing all layers can be found in figure 1.

3.1.1 Layer Zero - Legacy Application Systems

The providers of functionality for composite applications are the various application systems that exist within the landscape of an organization. These application systems could just be a set of services that run on application servers. In such a scenario an organization is free to develop services as they are needed. However, this is rare in reality. More likely application systems are COTS. Over time, organizations usually have bought and consolidated application systems for various purposes. Most likely these application systems are also integrated using Information-Oriented Application Integration. Of course, these landscapes support the processes of an organization well. They are not flexible, though. A BPIOAI approach would be preferable. However, it is simply because of budget that flexibility issues can not be addressed by reorganizing application systems into service providers.

This is why the application systems need to be capable of being integrated by exposing their functionality as services — services referred to in this thesis as "application services". Some proposals exist that aim to support the definition of application services in a way that required functionality and possibilities of application systems are considered as a trade-off (cf. [12], [9]). Despite the argument of budget, the idea of deploying COTS in an environment is to use standard software that is supported by the respective vendor. This is why it is usually not an option to deploy services on application systems at will (eg. by the means of wrappers as proposed by [12]).

If service orientation could be applied to a heterogeneous landscape, this is only possible if application systems remain unchanged (this means not reprogrammed but possibly re-configured). The heterogeneity needs to be addressed elsewhere. This is why there are no constraints that can be put onto application systems. Furthermore, a flexible and independent mechanism is required that enables heterogeneous application systems to participate in a composite application. This mechanism is provided by the presented reference architecture.

Application systems are also considered as point of human-interactions with composite applications. This is because it is
not feasible to remove all user interactions from application systems in order to establish a composite application. This is a specific approach of this reference architecture. It has two additional advantages: first, it completely de-couples the control logic from user interactions or “wizards” that guide a user through a graphical user interface. Second, it allows for the transparent replacement of user interactions. This way the degree of automation can be increased without changing the overall process. Also outsourcing of certain tasks becomes easier.

### 3.1.2 Layer One - Connectivity

As a prerequisite, composite applications rely on a common protocol that is shared by service consumers and providers (cf. [3, p. 218]). The connectivity layer addresses the integration of application systems that do not provide functionality by using the common protocol of a specific composite application. It connects application systems and the composite application by homogenizing the protocol that is used to access functionality. The connectivity is realized by adapters. In general, an adapter “convert[s] the interface of a class into another interface [...] An adapter lets classes work together that couldn’t otherwise because of incompatible interfaces” [13, p. 139]. This description signifies that an adapter basically handles differences between two components by creating an intermediary abstraction between them. In the context of composite applications the definition of an adapter must be narrowed. Linthicum defines adapters from an application integration point of view as constructs that “[...] remove us from the need to deal with the interface details that communicate with a variety of different source and target systems. What’s more, adapters provide more consistency from interface to interface because they are, by design, reusable from problem domain to problem domain. [...] They merely deal with the connectivity to the source or target systems” [3, pp. 23f.]. Hence, adapters are domain-independent intermediary components that connect in a system-specific way to application systems and to make the application systems accessible by composite applications. Adapters represent “[...] layers between the [composite application] and the source or target application” [3, p. 218]. Adapters address heterogeneous protocols and provide a translation that is specific for a certain (class) of application system. In addition to heterogeneous protocols, data formats are likely to differ in application systems. According to [14], data representation, data structures and data types can differ. Heterogeneous data is addressed by the data exchange and data transformation (DET) layer. In some scenarios, though, the platform of the DET might rely on a common data representation. In order to realize such scenarios, the adapters for the single application systems need to address differences in the data representation and transform the data prior to forwarding them to the DET. Even if it is conceptually possible, it is unlikely to deploy adapters and not a DET to connect to application systems. This is because application systems that do not natively support a service interoperability protocol usually do not store data using the data structures and data types used by a composite application.

### 3.1.3 Layer Two - Data Exchange and Data Transformation

One objective of this reference architecture is to standardize the way composite applications are built such that both the implementation of composite applications is eased and the conventional application integration is facilitated. This is achieved by the concept of integration flows. These integration flows describe a behavioral element on top of data-centric integration concepts and facilitate the realization of composite applications in the con-
The text of heterogeneous application landscapes.

This second layer of the reference architecture is an optional layer that must be used whenever application systems do not stick to a globally defined data model, the appropriate data semantics or the required communication semantics. It unifies the data format of the connected application systems to a canonical data format (cf. [14, pp. 355-360] or [15]). It provides additional functionality for validity checking of data in terms of syntax and semantics as well as error handling procedures that need to be invoked whenever errors occur on this layer. This way, integration aspects and business logic can be separated.

The data exchange and data transformation layer (DET) provides the functionality of an enterprise service (ESB) bus to a composite application. It mediates the business logic and the back-end application systems that are used to realize the business logic (cf. [16, p. 68]).

In [14], several so-called integration patterns are described and set into a relation. This relation is a basic pipe-and-filter architecture that describes a sequence of single patterns. According to [8], basic services can be orchestrated by so-called micro-workflows in order to be orchestrated themselves by macro-workflows. This idea is combined with the integration patterns for the definition of the DET. In order to facilitate cross-system process orchestration, the DET describes a sub-set of the integration patterns that are orchestrated to so-called integration services. These services are, in turn, orchestrated by so-called integration flows.

In order to standardize and simplify the DET, all its functionality is encapsulated in so-called integration services (IS). These services are orchestrated by two different integration processes. One provides data to the upper layers of a composite — the integration in-flow (IIF). The other one publishes data from upper layers to the connected legacy systems. This process is called integration out-flow (IOF). Both the IIF and the IOF act as service providers: they expose the functionality of application systems to upper layers of the composite application as services.

As mentioned are the integration flows a replacement of the pipe-and-filter architecture that is used by [14] to categorize integration patterns for message based application integration. Additionally, they limit the applicable set of patterns to an extent that is required to realize composite applications in a heterogeneous application landscape. This way, business processes can be used to centralize the control the integration of application systems into composite application and prohibit the use of business logic inside the integration layer. The integration flows only handle the details of distributed and heterogeneous interactions.

### 3.1.3.1 Data Repository

In order to realize composite applications that utilize heterogeneous application systems, several aspects must be incorporated. This reference architecture introduces several layers that address these aspects. Consequently, if these layers span multiple platforms, a process executed by a composite application is distributed over all these platforms.

As the design methodology that is proposed in section 4 should be applicable to any actual target platform, this reference architecture, needs to be realizable with any arbitrary environment that follows the IT-strategy of the respective organization.

Multiple platforms are potentially required for realizing composite applications. Such platforms include application servers, integration servers and service orchestration tools. In order to apply the reference architecture to arbitrary combinations of such platforms, it needs to be ensured that all required platforms are able to collaboratively support business processes. As most of the architecture’s elements operate on the processes’ data, it is necessary that all elements have access to that data while ensuring acceptable performance and data consistency (cf. [5, pp. 185f]). In order to allow this, the reference architecture introduces a global process context that is called the data repository. The data repository is the non-persistent memory of composite applications. It keeps data referenced by events and makes it accessible to arbitrary components of a composite. This follows the idea of Kossmann that proposes to establish “a globally interconnected set of objects known as the ObjectUniverse, positioned in a huge address space referred to as the ObjectCosmos” [17, p. 1] in order to allow inter-operability in a distributed system. In the context of the different workflows used to realize a composite application, the data repository can be seen as a blackboard (cf. [18]) that is used in a workflow system (cf. [19]). It partially replaces the messaging paradigm with a spaces approach (cf. [20]).

The structure of the data stored in the data repository of a composite application is called canonical data model (CDM) (cf. [14, pp. 355-360]). A CDM provides an additional level of indirection between the single heterogeneous applications’ individual data formats. If a new application is connected to a composite application, only transformations between CDM and the application’s data format have to be realized, regardless of the number of applications that already participate (cf. [14, p. 356]).

The CDM is a composite’s own data format. If required, the transformation between the application’s data formats and the CDM is realized by the data exchange and data transformation layer.

It is reasonable to use an already modeled and established data schema as the CDM. A good candidate for a CDM is the data model that used in the organisation’s main Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. Alternatively, global standards like UN/CEFACT (cf. [21]) could be applied. A CDM is the data model for one composite application that usually supports one business process. Hence, if required, realizing multiple CDMs is possible. The usage of a CDM in a composite application does not introduce a company-wide data model.

The data repository acts similar to a tuple space (cf. [22]). Elements of the composite application get/read and store data to and from the data repository. These operations need to potentially be protected with transactions. Additionally, the data repository uses events to allow for smooth long-running transactions by already blocking requests that could interfere with already running processes. Events determine both the appropriate processes to trigger and the set of data that is possibly affected by a certain event. Based on this idea relations between event types were introduced. These relations are used to describe consistency models for the data repository.

### 3.1.4 Layer Three - Service Coordination

From a top-down perspective the integration flows provide, in addition to the connectivity layer, a standardized mechanism for interacting with application systems. This is irrespective of communication or computational semantics and provides homogeneous data access as well.

As technical heterogeneity is addressed by the presented mechanisms, the services that are exposed by the integration flows can easily be orchestrated by using an orchestration engine. Without further concepts, however, the functionality that is provided by these services would be determined by the functionality offered by the application systems. Such services are aligned with neither the business requirements and nor the business tasks of a company. Hence, the business processes of an organization could either not be used to generate service orchestrations or the
business processes would be restricted by the actual application systems. In order to apply the paradigm of service orientation and compose new business-centric functionality out of existent application functionality or to enrich functions within a specific context, it might be appropriate to combine the application specific functionality with new functionality. Expressed differently, application services might be needed to be aggregated to more problem-oriented services (enterprise services). The service coordination layer addresses this issue, also referred to as service mediation (cf. [23]). It can be used in order to invoke two to n basic services using the integration flows in order to form the enterprise services that are then orchestrated. This is similar to the description of business-driven service patterns (cf. [7]) where services are orchestrated in a so-called micro-flows in order to correspond with the services that are orchestrated by a macro-flow. This composition of low-level services to business-driven services is considered rather static (cf. [7, pp. 44f.]).

[24] describes patterns that demonstrate how the gap between application services and a business process-centric orchestration can be dealt with using a so-called process support layer as a mediator. In particular, granularity problems and interdependency problems that prohibit the direct use of application systems from orchestrations are addressed. The Composition, Decomposition and Bulk Service patterns describe how differing granularity can be dealt with. The patterns Sequentializing and Reordering describe how interdependency problems can be addressed. Realizing such patterns is the purpose of the coordination layer.

In contrast to the business-driven service pattern of [7] and the process support layer of [24], the coordination layer is recursive. This means that an aggregated service that is composed at this layer might be aggregated again with services from this or lower layers to expose other high-level services. The benefit of this approach is that the aggregations themselves can remain flexible and their re-usability is increased.

A service coordination layer might aggregate both company internal and external services to services that are in turn usable both company internally and externally. This also introduces the need to support business protocols. These business protocols are sets of actions that have to be performed by multiple parties in order to allow successful execution of certain business functionality (cf. eg. [25]). They can be realized at the layer of service coordination.

An aggregation of services at the service coordination layer might also be required due to technical reasons. The service coordination layer exposes services to the service orchestration layer of a composite application. Such orchestrations are designed in alignment with business processes and not with "technical" constraints in mind. Whenever a multi-resource interaction is required that ensures consistent state transitions, this might be an indicator for the need of a technically motivated service aggregation. Consistent state transitions can be ensured by two means of transaction handling. Rather short-term transactions fulfilling the ACID properties by locking and rollback mechanisms or more long-term transactions without locking and with compensation actions. Of course, the orchestrated functionality is offered by the application systems and the consistent state transition is also assured by these systems.

Orchestrating the services of these systems does, however, raise the need for a cross-service transactional coordination. Even if the application systems have to support the transactional coordination by appropriate compensation operations and/or by supporting transactional protocols, the coordination itself has to be controlled at this layer of the composite application. The service coordination layer controls distributed transactions by initiating them and passing the transactional context to application systems (possibly via the DET) as well as to the data repository. According to [26], transactional coordination can consist of two layers. One layer for so-called local transactions with ACID properties and one for global transactions with relaxed transactional properties. The latter one uses ACID transactions as black-boxed functionality to form long-term global transactions. By distinguishing these two layers of transaction handling, the idea of separating concerns of different transactional properties is incorporated.

Composite applications that are implemented using the presented reference architecture realize local transactions at the service coordination layer as it acts as the controlling instance for ACID transactions.

Meeting the long-term characteristics of global transaction, the isolation and atomicity properties can be relaxed and so-called safepoints can be used (cf. [26]). Relaxing the isolation property is realized by publishing intermediated results to the global context (for the presented architecture this is the data repository). Atomicity is relaxed by introducing compensating transactions that "undo" other transactions. Both context publication and compensation transactions are local transactions.

Safepoints are local transactions that are marked by this special property of being a safepoint. Thus, the fundamental support for global transactions is formed by local transactions. This point of view is in line with the concept of a recursive service coordination layer. [26] also proposes a way to specify transactional properties (such as the safe point properties for local transactions) and an execution model that supports global transactions based on these specifications. This execution model dynamically calculates workflow paths for partial or complete compensation of global transactions, if required. At the given point this is, however, not seen as a mandatory feature for a composite application. This is why only the notion of short-term and long-term transactions and the notion of compensating transactions are considered a necessity for composite applications.

Another necessity for deploying a service coordination layer is to realize complex interaction patterns. A DET offers means supporting most of the known service interaction patterns. However, the contingent request can not be implemented by solely using the DET. The service coordination layer is required here as well.

3.1.5 Layer Four - Business Processes

The BPIOAi approach of [3] describes that the control flow that executes distributed functionality should be designed with reference to a business process. Since one major benefit of the service-oriented architectural style is the centralization of the control over distributed functionality, the aim of this reference architecture is to allow for a control flow that is described by the means of business processes. This way control is not only centralized but also aligned with business requirements. Only small technical constraints should prohibit the direct deployment of business process descriptions. The place within the reference architecture to deploy these processes is the Business Process Orchestration Layer.

Business processes can be described by workflows in an imperative way using a workflow description language. Workflows have several aspects or perspectives that together form the description of a workflow. These perspectives are the control flow, data, resource and operational perspective (cf. [27]). The control flow "describes activities and their execution ordering through different constructors, which permit flow of execution control, e.g. sequence, choice, parallelism and join synchronization" [27, p. 2]. The data perspective describes business and processing data of the workflow as well as pre- and post-conditions for the tasks of the workflow. The resources and the operational perspective describe how workflows are executed in terms of their organizational support and of supporting application systems. The Business Process Orchestration Layer of a composite application should consist of two elements. First, a workflow engine that executes the control flow by orchestrating application services and service coordinations is required. There a business
process is deployed as the central control flow in a composite application.

Second, decisions within the control flow should be controlled by a dedicated Decision Service that operates on the data of such a workflow. It is necessary to define a dedicated service as the process context is kept outside the actual workflow engine. These two elements of the process orchestration layer are described in the following.

### 3.1.5.1 Workflow System for Service Orchestration

The workflow system for service orchestration is the part of the Business Process Orchestration Layer that provides a runtime environment to execute workflows that coordinate services following the control flow of an actual business process. The orchestration needs to be described in a workflow description language that is deployed to the workflow system. However, the actual design and validity of such processes must be checked during design-time.

The services being executed are provided by application systems that are possibly mediated by integration flows of the DET and the service coordination layer. The (data) context of the process is kept in the data repository (cf. section 3.1.3.1). This is because of architectural considerations that involve consistency and simplification but also the simple necessity to expand a process’ context throughout a composite application. The workflow system that is used for service orchestration does therefore solely invoke external service providers. In order to realize conditional expressions, the workflow engine utilizes Decision Services that are connected with the data repository. Such services are used to decide on conditional expressions in a given context.

Business processes do not only involve application systems, though. Human interaction is often also part of such processes. From a software architecture point of view, human interactions are realized as the interaction with back-end systems. Hence, humans are considered service providers that use a user-interface to receive input and provide output of a certain functionality. As a consequence, there are no constraints imposed to the layer of process orchestration.

#### 3.1.5.2 Decision Service

The layer of process orchestration forms the central component that controls the overall execution of a composite application. The actual decisions within the control flow (exclusive choice, multi-choice) and structural workflow patterns that require such decisions (e.g. exit conditions in loops) are often based on the context of a certain process instance.

Workflow descriptions that are used in such service orchestrations are monolithic blocks that usually involve several business rules. A business rule “is a statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the business. It is intended to assert business structure or to control the behavior of the business” [28, p. 30].

Managing or changing the single rules that are embedded in such blocks is both difficult and time-consuming (cf. [29]). In order to increase the maintainability of composite applications that apply the presented architecture beyond the possibilities of the service-oriented architectural style, business rules are managed by Decision Services. They are used to determine the actual control flow of a service orchestration. According to the classification of [29], a Decision Service decides on reaction rules for a business process. It uses the data repository to check whether certain conditions apply. Based on the output of the Decision Service, the service orchestration may invoke different services.

By using a Decision Service, the business logic that underlies such decisions can be described independently from the used business process description language in a separate service. This way, the decision logic becomes reusable.

In order to reduce complexity, handle transactions and allow for a multi-layered architecture, a generic data description kept inside the process environments by the means of the Data Repository is part of this reference architecture. Since the constructs proposed are quite complex and independent from a certain process orchestration language, it could occur that an actual language is not capable of using the generic business data. A Decision Service also provides an interface from the service orchestration layer to the Data Repository to increase the possible platforms with which the reference architecture could be realized.

According to [30], a business rules engine consists of a rule base, a working memory, a pattern matcher and an inference engine. “The working memory holds the data on which the rule engine operates” [30, p. 36]. In the reference architecture, this data is kept in the data repository. The rule base, the pattern matcher and the inference engine internal components and their specification is out of the scope of the reference architecture for composite applications.

From an architecture point of view, a Decision Service needs to be able to decide reaction rules. The actual reaction to such a rule is, however, performed by the workflow engine as the central control instance of a composite application.\(^3\)

The patterns we assign for this layer are the Enterprise Integration Patterns by Holpe and Wolff [14]. In order to structure these patterns we introduced integration flows that form a taxonomy for the integration patterns [31]. This taxonomy describes standard services that are required to read or write data to application services, respectively. In addition to the functionality provided by the integration patterns, the integration flows additionally deal with data heterogeneity and communication semantics. This why optional constructs are incorporated into the generic integration flows. Such constructs are for instance optional acknowledgments that are triggered in certain states of the integration flow in order to support certain communication semantics. This optional functionality is considered as design pattern as well. All relevant patterns and the categorizing taxonomy are described in [31].

### 4. Composite Application Design – A Step-by-Step Process

The section outlines an integration methodology that leverages the described reference architecture to build composite applications based on a business process. The approach consists of 16 steps that outlined in figure 2. If performed correctly, these steps describe how the system design for an actual use case can be derived.

The methodology combines a top-down approach with a bottom-up approach. The top-down approach takes the requirement descriptions as its input. Emphasis is placed on deriving services. After refining the derived service candidates, the link between the design and the actual constraints of an application landscape is performed. From this point forward, a bottom-up approach incorporates the identified constraints into the design of the single components of the reference architecture for composite applications. By doing so, the initial description of the business process is changed in a way that it can be used as the central service orchestration.

The single steps are described as a sequence. However, iterations of certain steps or the reworking of complete branches is possible.

**Step 1: List all Business Process Activities**

The input of the methodology is a complete description of the business process that needs to be realized using a composite application. Based on the described process, the single services that are required by the reference architecture can be derived. This procedure of deriving the services is based on the understanding

\(^3\)If the rules engine is integrated with the workflow engine as it is described by [29], this distinction is blurred.
of a business process as a possible service orchestration and the business tasks as orchestrated enterprise services. Thanks to the reference architecture, the enterprise services can be considered providers of the functionality required by business tasks. The single business tasks are described in the business process description. In contrast to Erl’s methodology that begins by refining the actual business process (cf. [9, pp. 397-430]), this approach takes the activities of a business process as an input for later phases. Each function of a business process' control flow is considered to be supported by an enterprise service. This is why it is necessary to extract the description of the respective process’ functions to identify these enterprise services.

The output of this step of the methodology is a list of business functions that includes the name of the function, the input and output data of the function and a rough, informal description of the task. If applicable, the back-end application system that is currently used for such tasks (e.g. order processing) can also be indicated.

**Deliverables:** Process functions; data flow for each function; informal description of each identified function.

**Step 2: Create Enterprise Service Candidates**

In this second step, the list of business functions is used to describe enterprise service candidates. If a process was not designed using existent enterprise services and if no services that fit a process description can be found within the actual service registry (i.e., no “perfect matches”), they need to be created. Usually new enterprise services are built out of existing functionality as well as out of new service methods that are designed using the following steps (especially step three). The composition that realizes an enterprise service by using new and existent (coordination) services is called service coordination. The coordination services it consists of can only be composed in a way that supports the enterprise services while not being enterprise services themselves. The actual design of the enterprise services is therefore a prerequisite for the design of coordination service methods and the respective service coordination.

A business process can be seen as an event-driven computation of data (cf. [32]). The events do not only determine the task that should follow an event, but also the data that is transmitted during this event. This data is both context data of the process as well as output from preceding enterprise services. Both the events and the data are described in the model of the business process. The data is described in greater detail in the according data perspective of a business process.

As the reference architecture and this methodology were created to directly allow the use of business processes as service orchestration, the single tasks of the business process are considered to be enterprise services. Deriving these enterprise services is simple. Each business function identified in step 1 is considered an enterprise service. The input for this method is the data that is consumed by the business task. The result of a business task is
the output of the enterprise service method.\(^4\)

**Deliverables:** List of coordination service candidate methods; list of coordination service methods that need to be composed; functional requirements for all service candidates.

**Step 3: Match Suitable Service Methods and Derive Missing Service Method Candidates**

The service design methodology of [9] asserts that services which are used in a process orchestration should fit into the orchestration. In the given context, “fitting” refers to the fact that the service computes a set of input parameters and then provides the described functionality and the required output parameters (cf. [9, pp. 205ff.]). Services that fit into an orchestration can be identified by using the deliverables of step 1 and 2 (process functions; data flow for each function; informal description of each identified function). If, however, no matching services can be identified, it is an informal task to derive the missing services for the identified process functions (cf. [9]). However, this is a complex task and it’s description has to be omitted here.

**Deliverables:** List of coordination service candidate methods; list of coordination service methods that need to be composed; functional requirements for all service candidates.

**Step 4: Describe Service Orchestration**

As service orientation is a paradigm for control centralization over distributed functionality, the control flow logic needs to be described. According to [9], potential types of logic that need to be considered are:

- “business rules
- conditional logic
- exception logic
- sequence logic” [9, p. 403]

Part of this service orchestration logic is typically included in the initial business process model. This is especially true for the sequence and conditional logic. These parts describe how the preconditions of service invocations can be met, how data is exchanged between services and how post-conditions of services should be computed.

“Business rules are statements about how business is conducted, i.e. the guidelines and restrictions with respect to business processes in an enterprise” [33, p. 9]. Exception logic finally describes how a process should react on exceptional states. Exception logic is normally both part of a business process and part of a more general exception handling procedure. A process description will usually contain a procedure that will be used to react to business exceptions that are closely related to the process. However, the general part of exception rules describes how exceptions, that are not handled directly by the process, should be treated. Reasons for not including such rules into processes are that they were not foreseen in the description (e.g. technical routing errors while calling a service).

**Deliverables:** Sound description of the process orchestration; conditional, exception logic and sequence logic; business rules

**Step 5: Create Service Coordination Description**

From the initial requirements, a service orchestration (with associated rules) as well as method candidates that act as the single service providers for the process orchestration were derived in the previous step. In order to further drill-down the abstraction level and realize the business process implementation, every single enterprise service needs to be described in detail. This description includes the already known interface of the actual enterprise service as well as the coordination service method candidates that were identified in step 3. In this step of the methodology, the identified candidate methods are composed in a way that the composition provides the realization of the respective enterprise service. Usually, the coordination should be a sequence of all coordination service methods in a way that required data is produced before it is consumed. However, either due to the modeling of the initial business process or due to special requirements, the description of a service coordination might include conditions or parallel tasks, too. This is why the creation of the coordination description is considered to be a manual (yet simple) step. In conjunction with business process modeling rules, this step could be automated. This might be realized by a simple, data dependency-based approach (that simply links services in a sequential way). An alternative would be to apply more sophisticated automated service composition approaches. [33] is an example for such an automated composition process. More general information about the requirements for automated service composition is given by Meyer et al. in [34].

**Deliverables:** Specification of the service coordination for every enterprise service using the candidate methods that were identified in step 3.

**Step 6: Refine Candidate Methods**

Depending on the outcome of the previous steps, the requirement to refine the candidate methods of step 3 might arise. Basically, this is a step the designer of a composite can perform in order to manually adjust the shape of the service method candidates. One possible scenario for the need to adjust the candidate methods is that the assumed interface does not fit well together with the required service coordination. In particular, entity-specific creation methods might not be required for creating new entities. Furthermore, these methods could include manual lookups with human interaction. Whenever a human agent provides a required functionality of a method, context information is needed. Hence, an example for an adjustment in this step is adding context information to entity-specific candidate methods.

Another possible requirement for the redesign of candidate methods is an inefficient design of a service coordination. Such design efficiency can be measured by the design metrics described in [35].

**Deliverables:** A list of stateless, named and probably revised coordination service method candidates.

**Step 7: Analyze QoS Requirements of Service Coordinations**

The previous steps of this methodology produced a service orchestration that orchestrates enterprise service (candidates). Additionally, so-called service coordinations, that describe how coordination services can be used to realize the single enterprise services, were initially defined. In this step of the methodology the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of the single service coordinations are analyzed.

An element that must be considered is the manner in which each service coordination for the single enterprise services deals with the unavailability of the composed services. Basically, this involves the notion of distributed ACID transactions as well as the definition of transactions with relaxed ACID properties. ACID transactions are defined as a set of service methods of a service coordination that need to be executed together or not at all. Transactions can also be relaxed in terms of their atomicity and isolation properties. In order to utilize relaxed, global transactions, (sets of) method calls can be marked as being safepoints. The return values of such method calls must be persisted in the

\(^4\)As methods are considered to be ordered sets, a method can have multiple return parameters. How this is actually realized is not the concern at this point.
data repository before subsequent services are called. In case of exceptions during subsequent steps, these steps need to be compensated. Processing is then restarted after the most recent safe-point with the data that was previously committed by that safe-point method to the data repository. If safe-points are identified, compensating actions for a set of methods also need to be defined. In order to define such actions, a group of services and different exceptions, that trigger them, are defined. Possible types of exceptions include work item failures, deadline expirations and resource unavailabilities (cf. [36]). In order to realize a compensating activity, a corresponding service method has to be identified for each defined exception. Compensating operations that work on the data repository should be realized as services at the service coordination layer. Additional functionality that might be required needs to be realized as ordinary application services that are part of such an aggregation. Service coordinations as a whole are always considered safe-points. Hence, they also have to commit their result to the global data repository. The compensating activities for the enterprise services should be defined as part of the business process model.

**Deliverables:** Sets of coordination service methods for distributed transactions; sets of methods that are marked as safe-points; sets of methods that are to be compensated; method descriptions for realizing compensations; required maximal failure rates for the coordination services for all enterprise services.

**Step 8: Design of Application Services**

The functionality of the coordination services often already exists within an application system(s). If so, four options for utilizing them in a composite application exist. Those are the direct (re-)use of application systems’ functionality, mediated reuse of such functionality, direct use of wrappers that are implemented within the application systems and mediated access. The latter is necessary whenever the implementation of wrappers is prohibited. If only part of the required functionality can be identified in application systems, additional services will be required. These additional services are added to the list of required coordination services together with coordination services for the functionality that was identified. According to the identified functionality, previously designed coordination services might be changed or adjusted, too. The quality-of-service requirements should also be identified for the revised service methods.

**Deliverables:** For direct reuse, the respective service methods need to be determined. For the direct use of services, the not yet created application services must be described. For mediated reuse, suitable functional modules need to be identified. Their use must also be described. Further, suitable connectivity options are required and potential new services must be described as services for direct use. If direct use of wrappers is applicable, the wrappers need to be specified.

If application systems can only be used via mediated access, the data scheme that should be accessed needs to be described. Additionally, the available connectivity options need to be determined.

**Step 9: Exchange and Transformation Design**

Integration flows are required for any method of an application system that needs to be mediated. As the realization of the actual application services and their combination with the DET are usually heavily constrained by technical circumstances, steps 9 and onward need to be performed while taking the actual target platform and application systems into consideration. This is how the platform-independent design that is created in the first steps is aligned to an actual platform.

In order to design the necessary integration flows, the required interactions with the service providers first need to be identified. This is achieved by specifying the appropriate service interaction pattern (cf. [37]) and its respective design decisions. Based on the identified pattern, the required integration flows, as well as some integration services, can be identified. The identified mapping indicates the required integration services, as well as several design decisions for each integration service. Based on the identified integration services, the design needs to be completed for each service. These service form a pattern taxonomy that is described in-depth in [31].

**Deliverables:** Complete specification of the integration flows for every mediated service interaction. The description needs to include the specifications for the necessary integration services.

**Step 10: Revise Service Coordination Description**

The design of the actual application systems as well as the design of the mediating integration flows reveals the applicability of the top-down design for the coordination services. Based on the deliverable of the two previous steps, the coordination descriptions might be changed. If changes occur, the quality-of-service requirements need to also be analyzed for the new coordination.

**Deliverables:** Final description of the single coordination services as well as the service coordination that aggregates the coordination services to enterprise services.

**Step 11: Revise Enterprise Service Candidates**

During the step of redesigning service coordinations, technical or organizational constraints that prohibit the realization of enterprise services that are aligned with the actual business process might be identified. If this is the case, two possibilities for proceeding exist. First, the whole process can be started from the beginning. This is a preferable option if the modeled business process does not fit into the landscape of an organization. The identified constraints should then be used in order to define a business scenario that is in alignment with these constraints. The second option is to revise the actual design of enterprise services in a way that the defined service coordinations can be realized. This will usually involve defining additional input and/or output parameters for the single enterprise services. If the enterprise services are changed this is likely to also impact the process orchestration. If the enterprise services are changed, the service orchestration will need to be adjusted in a later step (step 14). It must be noted that changing a process orchestration is a violation of the objective of aligning application development with business needs.

**Deliverables:** Decision about whether to continue the design or to start over. If the design is continued, the revised enterprise services must be defined. If the decision is to start again, the constraints that led to this decision are required deliverables.

**Step 12: Define Events**

At this phase of the design, the enterprise services are defined. In addition, how these services can be realized and what transactional requirements exist is described.

**Deliverables:** Event types and their respective boundaries; relations between event types; and optionally, the definition of coordination services that pass data between different scopes.

**Step 13: Data Repository Design**

Based on the Event Types that were identified in the previous step, the preconditions for every event type can be defined. Such preconditions might exist in terms of data existence. They describe that an event of a certain type can only be computed if certain data is stored in the data repository of a process. Such
preconditions need to be identified in order to appropriately configure a data repository. On top of data prerequisites, data types from the data perspective need to be incorporated into the design of the data repository (that addresses the principle of “interface reference” of [6]). This is achieved by defining the smart proxy for the given process as well as the transfer objects that are used to access the smart proxy. This information can be found by analyzing the data model of the business process. The business rules that are identified in step 4 should also be analyzed as the data by which they are defined is required to be kept in a data repository. Another input to the definition of smart proxies and transfer objects are the interfaces of the coordination services. The data that is required by those services also needs to be integrated into the data repository and made accessible by the smart proxies. Based on the identified data and the respective transfer objects, the data objects can then be grouped by the event types that concern them. Together with the event type relations from the previous step, the data repository configuration can thus be completed.

Deliverables: Design of smart proxies and data transfer objects; configuration instructions for the data repository.

Step 14: Finalize Service Orchestration

The deliverables of the previous steps describe all the facets of a composite application. This description is aligned with the description of the business process. However, several constraints could require changing the service orchestration. If a service coordination cannot be realized as required, this also impacts the service orchestration. Such changes need to be performed during this step. As such requirements for changing the orchestration are usually imposed by application system-specific constraints, the adjustment of the orchestration is not structured further.

A mandatory activity of this step is the design of the necessary Decision Services. Based on the business rules that were identified in step 4 and the available data that is represented by the design of the data repository, the rules need to be described and stored into a Decision Service.

Deliverables: Business rules that are formulated such that they can be interpreted by the actual Decision Service(s); decision regarding the method of integrating Decision Service(s) in a platform-specific way; revised service orchestration that incorporates communication with the Decision Service(s), Event Service and service coordinations for data passing; all necessary changes to the orchestration that are necessary due to informal constraints also need to be reflected.

Step 15: Finalize Exchange and Transformation Design

This step of the procedure is required in order to describe the Trigger Services that are needed to mediate service interactions. Trigger Services are used to extrinsically invoke composite applications. Based on the event types and the data repository design, the data that is required as a prerequisite for a process is known. By analyzing the actual interaction, the source of this data can also be identified. If the source of such data is an agnostic application system, a Trigger Service needs to be integrated. By adapting to the interface of the service consumer (the application system) the interface of the respective Trigger Service is determined. Based on the identified event type, the Heterogeneity Service of the respective Trigger Service can also be designed. Additionally, filter logic needs to be described. This logic is determined by the scenario as well as by technical constraints of the service consumer invoking a Trigger Service. Finally, based on the data repository design, the write activity of a Trigger Service that stores the data into the data repository can be defined.

Deliverables: Finalized description of the integration flows including the design of all necessary Trigger Services.

Step 16: Pass over to Implementation

After step 15, the design of the composite applications and the services they consist of is finished. The design is described in a platform independent manner. Additionally, some constraints of the target platform are also incorporated. Based on this design, a composite application can subsequently be implemented. It is not recommended to add additional design artifacts for this phase. In contrast to the idea of a Model Driven Architecture (cf. [38]), this methodology does not aim to transform platform independent design into executable, platform-specific applications.

5. Summary and Outlook

The presented reference architecture is aligned around the notion of abstraction. It puts a business process at the center and uses loosely coupled and autonomous services to establish a link between the actual business process and the heterogeneous application landscape. The link to heterogeneous application systems is facilitated by the means of a flexible integration layer. By emphasizing the reuse of application functionality, service orientation is introduced as a beneficiary style for application integration that allows for realizing adaptive applications in established and stable system landscapes. This way, the reference architecture becomes more applicable for organizations that aim at using standard software.

In order to make the reference architecture applicable in actual projects, a design methodology for composite applications was presented. This methodology combines a top-down and bottom-up approach so as to translate an actual business process into the design of a composite application that is based on the described reference architecture. Together, these concepts facilitate the application of SO for large organizations. As such, these concepts can be seen as an enabler for advanced service-oriented principles in this context. Especially semantic service provisioning (cf. [11]) is a concept that can be seen as a next step after the application of basic service-oriented principles.
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